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Category: other-general

To prepare detailed quotations for the manufacture, repair or servicing of parts and

assemblies that are provided by the company. Develop and maintain a comprehensive

database of all quotations, cost calculation sheets, vendor prices and supplier capabilities.1.To

produce accurate cost calculations and quotations for manufacture, repair or servicing of

components2.Ensure clear understanding of the client’s technical specifications /

drawings3.Maintain and update the database of quotations4.Liaise with other departments on

available capacity, raw material, sub contract requirements.5.Frequent contact with clients to

clarify tender requirements and negotiation on cost or delivery.6.Occasional travel to

customer site7.Cover for other members within the department as and when

required1.Degree/Diploma in Mechanical Engineer2.Strong computer skills especially in

Microsoft Office products3.Thorough knowledge of API Spec 5CT, 6A, 7, 16A, ANSI and

ASME Standards.4.Detailed experience of the methods, machinery, equipment, materials and

labor hours required, to manufacture or repair the various items of oilfield equipment that

the company is contracted to provide.5.Strong interpersonal and communication skills6.Self

starter with ability to resolve technical matters with clients or Sales managers.7.Enthusiastic,

proactive and flexible approach to workAbout The Company The McNair Partnership is a

specialist executive search firm providing a range of recruitment solutions to global industry

using traditional and proprietary search methods. With offices in the UK and the Middle East,

our team of recruitment experts have unrivalled market intelligence across a variety of industry

sectors and have successfully searched and recruited best-of-breed candidates for jobs in

Financial Services, Energy, Construction, Law and General Commerce throughout Europe,
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the Middle East, Africa and Asia Pacific over the last 18 years.We are the trusted recruitment

partners of some of the most successful businesses and brands, large and small, delivering

effective Search, Selection, and Interim services to suit your needs.
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